Arabidopsis ROOT UVB SENSITIVE2/WEAK AUXIN RESPONSE1 Is Required for Polar Auxin Transport
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Auxin is an essential phytohormone that regulates many aspects of plant development. To identify new genes that function in auxin signaling, we performed a genetic screen for Arabidopsis thaliana mutants with an alteration in the expression of the auxin-responsive reporter DR5rev:GFP (for green fluorescent protein). One of the mutants recovered in this screen, called weak auxin response1 (wxr1), has a defect in auxin response and exhibits a variety of auxin-related growth defects in the root. Polar auxin transport is reduced in wxr1 seedlings, resulting in auxin accumulation in the hypocotyl and cotyledons and a reduction in auxin levels in the root apex. In addition, the levels of the PIN auxin transport proteins are reduced in the wxr1 root. We also show that wxr1 is ROOT UV-B SENSITIVE2 (RUS2), a member of the broadly conserved DUF647 domain protein family found in diverse eukaryotic organisms. Our data indicate that RUS2/WXR1 is required for auxin transport and to maintain the normal levels of PIN proteins in the root.

INTRODUCTION

The plant hormone auxin regulates essential aspects of plant growth and development, including embryo patterning, root and shoot elongation, tropic response, and vascular differentiation (Davies, 1995). Recent studies indicate that auxin controls development through a complex regulatory network involving auxin biosynthesis, transport, and perception (Benjamins and Scheres, 2008). In both the root and shoot, these processes contribute to the formation of an auxin concentration gradient required for patterning of developing tissues. Formation and maintenance of auxin gradients is dependent on polar cell-to-cell auxin transport mediated by special transporter proteins, including the auxin influx carriers AUX/LAX, the efflux facilitators PIN FORMED (PIN), and several ABCB proteins (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Marchant et al., 1999; Noh et al., 2001, 2003; Geisler et al., 2005; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2007; Petrasek and Friml, 2009; Robert and Friml, 2009). Moreover, modeling studies suggest that polar auxin transport is necessary to generate an auxin maximum and concentration gradient in the root tip (Grieneisen et al., 2007; Robert and Friml, 2009).

The patterns of expression and cellular localization of the AUX1 and PIN proteins are key to their function. For example, in Arabidopsis thaliana roots, AUX1 is expressed in stele, columella, epidermis, and lateral root cap cells and is polarly localized on the apical side of the protophloem cells (Swarup et al., 2001). The cellular localizations of PIN proteins vary depending on the protein and cell type. In general, however, the localization of the auxin efflux carriers correlates with and determines the direction of auxin transport (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Friml et al., 2002a, 2002b; Wisniewska et al., 2006).

Localization of the PIN proteins is a dynamic process that responds rapidly to physiological and environmental changes (Paciorek et al., 2005; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008; Laxmi et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009; Petrasek and Friml, 2009; Robert and Friml, 2009). PIN1 and related proteins are constitutively internalized by clathrin-dependent endocytosis and relocalized to the plasma membrane by ARF-GEF-dependent (guanine-nucleotide exchange factors for ADP-ribosylation factor GTPase) recycling (Geldner et al., 2001; Dhonukse et al., 2007). Studies using yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged PIN1 and inducible PIN1 proteins indicate that PIN polar localization involves a two-step mechanism: the newly synthesized PIN proteins are localized to
the plasma membrane nonpolarly, and their polar localization is mediated by the Rab5 GTPases (named ARA7 and RHA1 in Arabidopsis) endosome pathway (Dhonukshe et al., 2008). ARA7 and the putative retromer complex components SORTING NEXIN1 and VACUOLAR PROTEIN SORTING29, which are localized in late endosomes in the plant (Jailaïs et al., 2006, 2007), are thought to be necessary for retrieval of PIN2 from late endosomes and thus prevent it from being internalized into lytic vacuoles (Abas et al., 2006; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008). Moreover, this vacuolar internalization pathway mediates aspects of the response to gravity stimulation. A gravity stimulus increases the amount of PIN2 internalized into vacuoles on the upper side of epidermal cells after reorientation of root growth (Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009).

Once auxin is transported to a target tissue, auxin interacts with the TIR1/AFB auxin receptors and promotes degradation of the AUXIN/INDOLE-3-ACETIC ACID (Aux/IAA) proteins to allow ARF-dependent regulation of transcription (Dharmasiri et al., 2005a; Kepinski and Leyser, 2005). Genetic studies of the TIR1/AFB, Aux/IAA, and ARF genes indicate that auxin is required for establishment of the root meristem and postembryonic root growth. Because previous genetic screens for auxin-resistant mutants involved examination of auxin response in the seedling root, it is possible that mutants with severe defects in auxin response were not recovered. In an attempt to circumvent this problem, we used the well-characterized auxin reporter DR5rev:GFP (for green fluorescent protein) to screen for mutants with altered auxin response. We isolated several previously uncharacterized mutants with short primary roots and auxin response defects. Here, we report the isolation and characterization of weak auxin response1 (wxr1), an allele of the ROOT UV-B SENSITIVE2 (RUS2) gene (Leasure et al., 2009). RUS2/WRX1 encodes a protein belonging to the DUF647 family (for Domain of Unknown Function 647). In this study, we show that the wxr1 mutant has reduced levels of the auxin efflux proteins PIN1, PIN2, and PIN7. This defect results in a reduction in polar auxin transport and, as a consequence, altered auxin responses.

RESULTS

The wxr1 Mutant Has Short Roots and an Auxin Response Defect

To discover new genes involved in auxin signaling, we mutagenized seeds carrying the auxin-responsive reporter DR5rev:GFP with ethyl methanesulfonate and screened M2 plants on medium containing 75 nM 2,4-D. Five-day-old seedlings with reduced GFP signal in the root were identified and transferred to medium without auxin for further analysis. Eight single gene recessive mutants were ultimately recovered, called wxr mutants.

The wxr1 mutant displays severe defects in root development and slight defects in leaf and inflorescence development (Figure 1). To characterize the wxr1 phenotype in more detail, M3 plants were backcrossed to Columbia-0 (Col-0) (DR5rev:GFP) plants three times. When 5-d-old seedlings were placed on 75 nM 2,4-D medium for 12 h, wild-type plants carrying DR5rev:GFP display an increase in GFP signal in the root tip, whereas wxr1 plants do not exhibit an obvious change (Figures 1B and 1D). A similar result was obtained when wxr1 plants were tested on medium containing IAA or 1-napthalene acetic acid (see Supplemental Figure 1 online).

When grown using our typical growth conditions (continuous white light, 80 to 90 µE m−2 s−1, 22°C), the young wxr1 seedlings accumulate anthocyanin in the cotyledons and hypocotyls (Figure 1F) and primary root elongation is dramatically reduced. The roots of wild-type seedlings were 5.5 ± 0.5 cm (mean ± SE, n = 16) after 7 d on ATS medium, whereas wxr1 roots were only 0.5 ± 0.1 cm (mean ± SE, n = 15) (Figure 1G). Furthermore, root hairs on mutant seedlings initiate but do not elongate (Figure 1I). Lugol staining revealed that 7-d-old mutant roots had fewer columella cells than did wild-type roots and that those cells were disorganized (Figure 1J). The cell pattern was irregular in the wxr1 root tip, and the meristem region was much smaller (Figures 2A and 2B). Five-day-old wild-type plants had 49 ± 4.5 (mean ± SE, n = 10) meristem cortex cells, whereas wxr1 plants had 22 ± 2 meristem cortex cells (mean ± SE, n = 10, t test, P < 0.005). The rosette leaves of 3-week-old wxr1 mutants were smaller than those of wild-type plants (Figure 1H), and at 5 weeks, mutant plants displayed a slight decrease in apical dominance. Shoot number, including primary and axillary shoots, was 3.88 ± 0.60 in wxr1 and 1.63 ± 0.99 in wild-type plants (mean ± SE, n = 50, t test, P < 0.005). These data indicate that the wxr1 mutation affects mainly root growth and has a smaller effect on development of the rosette and inflorescence.

During the course of our studies, we found that wxr1 plants are hypersensitive to both light and temperature. When grown at the elevated temperature of 29°C in white light, the meristem cortex cell number of wxr1 plants did not change (21 ± 3.1, mean ± SE, n = 10), but primary root elongation increased dramatically (Figures 2C and 2E). When wxr1 plants were grown at lower light levels (~50 µE m−2 s−1, 24 h/day, 22°C, yellow filters), both primary root length and meristem cell number were increased relative to the wild type (Figures 2D and 2F). To determine if this effect was specific for yellow light, we also grew seedlings in low levels of far-red, red, and blue light, as well as in dark conditions. In each case, the effect of wxr1 on root growth was reduced relative to that in high levels of white light, indicating that wxr1 roots were responding to reduced light intensity rather than to a specific wavelength (see Supplemental Figure 2 online). In yellow light and high temperature (~50 µE m−2 s−1, 24 h/day, 29°C), wxr1 root elongation was further stimulated (Figure 2E). High temperature has been shown to cause an increase in auxin levels in seedlings, and light affects both local auxin levels as well as auxin transport (Gray et al., 1998; Gil et al., 2001; Tao et al., 2008). Thus, it is possible that increased temperature and reduced light result in increased levels of endogenous auxin and that this change partially restores root growth. To investigate this possibility, we used the DR5rev:GFP reporter. Surprisingly, we found that GFP levels were decreased in both wild-type and wxr1 roots grown at low light (~30 µE m−2 s−1, 22°C) (Figures 2F, 2G, 2J, and 2K). However, GFP levels were increased at elevated temperature in both genotypes (Figures 2H and 2L). Furthermore, this increase was even more dramatic in roots grown in low light and high temperature, suggesting a
synergism between these two environmental conditions (Figures 2I and 2M).

Since primary root elongation is reduced so dramatically under our standard light conditions, it was difficult to measure changes in primary root length in \textit{wxr1}. As an alternative, we analyzed root growth under yellow light. The results in Figures 1K and 1L show that \textit{wxr1} seedlings have reduced responses to IAA and gravity, consistent with a defect in auxin response. To characterize further the gravitropic defect, we also constructed double mutants with \textit{axr2-1, aux1-7, and abcb1}. Each of these mutants is affected in gravitropism due to a defect in auxin signaling or transport (Pickett et al., 1990; Wilson et al., 1990; Noh et al., 2001). The double mutants were all more severely affected than were the corresponding single mutants (see Supplemental Figure 3 online).

The \textit{wxr1} Mutant Exhibits a Synergistic Interaction with Mutations in Auxin Receptor Genes

To examine the function of WXR1 in auxin signaling, we introduced \textit{wxr1} into \textit{tir1-1, tir1-1 afb3-1, and tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1} mutants defective in auxin perception (Dharmasiri et al., 2005b). The seedling roots of \textit{tir1-1} and \textit{tir1-1 afb3-1} were similar to those of wild-type plants except that they had fewer lateral roots (Dharmasiri et al., 2005b). By contrast, 24% of \textit{wxr1 tir1-1 afb3-1} seedlings (\(n = 147\)) did not develop a root and died on the plates.
Figure 2. The *wxr1* Mutation Causes Short Primary Roots and Root Meristem Cell Proliferation Defects.

(A) to (D) Five-day-old wild-type and *wxr1* seedlings grown under indicated light and temperature conditions. Arrows show the boundary between the meristem zone and elongation zone. Numbers indicate cortical cell number in the meristem zone (mean ± SE). Bar = 50 μm.

(E) Elongation of 7-d-old *wxr1* roots was rescued by low intensity light or high temperature. Error bars represent SE, *n* = 30.

(F) to (M) *DRSrev:GFP* expression in 5 d after germination *wxr1* and wild-type seedlings grown at indicated temperature. Seedlings in (F), (H), (J), and (L) were grown in 80 to 90 μE m⁻² s⁻¹, while those in (G), (I), (K), and (M) were grown at 30 μE m⁻² s⁻¹. Bars = 50 μm.
Similarly, introduction of wxr1 into tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 had a dramatic effect on seedling phenotype. Greater than 50% of tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 survived beyond the seedling stage, whereas <12% of wxr1 tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 seedlings survived (n = 176) and these had much more severely affected primary roots than those of wxr1. The rosettes of 3-week-old wxr1 tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 plants had extremely small rosette leaves compared with those of tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 and wxr1 plants and exhibited an early yellowing phenotype (Figures 3A to 3F). The inflorescences of wxr1 tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 were also very small, whereas those of wxr1 tir1-1 afb3-1 were similar to those of tir1-1 afb2-1 afb3-1 plants after flowering (Figure 3G). These results confirm that wxr1 is deficient in auxin-related processes.

Aux/IAA Degradation in the wxr1 Mutant

To investigate further the effects of WXR1 on auxin response, the HS:AXR3NT-GUS (for β-glucuronidase) transgene was introduced into wxr1 mutant plants. AXR3NT-GUS is a substrate for SCFTIR1/AFB and provides a useful tool to assess SCFTIR1/AFB function in the plant (Gray et al., 2001; Dharmasiri et al., 2005b). Seven-day-old wild-type and wxr1 seedlings carrying the HS: AXR3NT-GUS construct were heat shocked for 2 h at 37°C in the dark. Seedlings were transferred to plates with or without IAA at 22°C and stained for GUS at time intervals. The roots of wxr1 seedlings accumulated much more AXR3NT-GUS than did those of wild-type plants following heat shock (Figure 4A). However, upon auxin treatment, GUS staining rapidly decreased in both wild-type and mutant roots. Measurement of GUS activity by fluorescent β-galactosidase methylumbelliferylglucuronide (MUG) assay showed that AXR3NT-GUS was degraded at a similar rate in both wild-type and wxr1 plants (Figure 4H). These results indicate that the auxin-resistant aspects of the wxr1 phenotype cannot be explained by a reduction in SCFTIR1/AFB-dependent degradation of Aux/IAA proteins. However, AXR3NT-GUS accumulation was reduced in the cotyledons and hypocotyls of wxr1 plants compared with the wild type, suggesting that degradation of the protein was accelerated in the aerial parts of the wxr1 mutant (Figures 4B and 4C).

Auxin Accumulates in the Shoots of wxr1 Plants

To explore how auxin distribution is affected in the wxr1 mutants, BA3:GUS, a sensitive auxin-responsive reporter, was introduced into wxr1 plants (Oono et al., 1998). As for the DR5rev:GFP reporter, GUS staining was weaker in auxin-treated mutant roots compared with the wild type (Figures 4D and 4E). By contrast, GUS staining was stronger in the leaves and hypocotyls of wxr1 plants than in those of the wild type (Figures 4F and 4G).

One interpretation of these results is that wxr1 affects transport of IAA from sites of production in the shoot to the root. To assess this possibility, we directly measured free IAA levels in aerial tissues of wild-type and mutant seedlings. The results show that IAA levels are increased in the mutant compared with the wild type (Figure 4I). To test our hypothesis that the wxr1 mutant is deficient in auxin transport, we directly measured transport in seedlings using 3H-IAA. The results in Figure 4J show that transport of applied IAA out of the hypocotyl into the root is reduced in wxr1 plants. In addition, we found a reduction in accumulation of IAA in the root tip (Figure 4K). Together, these results indicate that wxr1 interferes with IAA distribution in the Arabidopsis seedling by reducing auxin transport.

The wxr1 Mutant Has Reduced Levels of PIN and AUX1 Protein in the Plasma Membrane

Auxin efflux carriers of the PIN family and the auxin influx carrier AUX1 both contribute to polar auxin transport. Because wxr1 plants are deficient in auxin transport, we next examined the levels and distribution of several PIN proteins and AUX1 in the mutant. Localization of AUX1 using a AUX1:AUX1-YFP line revealed slightly reduced AUX1 levels in the wxr1 background (Figures 5G and 5H) (Swarup et al., 2004). By contrast, in situ immunodetection using anti-PIN1 and anti-PIN2 antisera revealed that the levels of these two proteins were dramatically decreased in 3- to 4-d-old wxr1 roots compared with the wild type (Figures 5G and 5H).
Figure 4. Auxin Distribution Is Altered in the wxr1 Mutant.

(A) GUS staining of HS:AXR3NT-GUS lines after heat shock in the absence and presence of 500 nM IAA. AXRNT-GUS levels were higher in the untreated mutant than in the wild type but decreased upon auxin treatment.

(B) and (C) AXR3NT-GUS staining in wild-type (B) and wxr1 cotyledons (C) after a 2-h heat shock and 20-min recovery at room temperature.

(D) and (E) Expression of BA3:GUS in Col-0 and wxr1 roots after 24 h treatment with buffer (D) or 100 nM IAA (E). In each panel, Col-0 root is on the left.
GUS activity in the root tips of seedlings from auxin transport. We cross-transgenic expressing the marker proteins VHA-a1-GFP (trans-Golgi network), GNOM-GFP (recycling endosomes), or AR47-GFP (prevacuolar compartment) into mutant plants (Geldner et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Dettmer et al., 2006). Surprisingly, the levels of these proteins were also reduced in wxr1, indicating that the effects of the mutation are specific to auxin transport proteins (Figures 5J to 5O). By contrast, the levels of the tonoplast marker vac-yb was increased in wxr1 roots (see Supplemental Figure 4 online).

If the wxr1 phenotype is related to reduced PIN levels, it is possible that more PIN protein may partially suppress the phenotype. To test this possibility, we crossed PIN1:PIN1-GFP and PIN2:PIN2-GFP into wxr1 plants. Plants homozygous for these transgenes, carrying four copies of the PIN1 and PIN2 genes, respectively, displayed increased root elongation compared with wxr1 (n = 14, t test, P < 0.001), indicating partial rescue of the mutant phenotype (Figure 6G). In addition, the root hairs of wxr1 PIN1:PIN1-GFP and wxr1 PIN2:PIN2-GFP were nearly the same as those of the wild type (Figures 6A to 6F).

**WXR1 Is a Member of the DUF647 Family and Is Expressed in All Plant Organs**

To map the wxr1 mutation, genomic DNA was isolated from 43B F2 plants generated in a cross of wxr1 (Col-0) with Landsberg erecta. Homozygous wxr1 plants were identified based on the short-root phenotype. The wxr1 mutation was first mapped between simple sequence length polymorphism markers nga168 and nga1126. Additional fine mapping placed the mutation in a 90-kb region containing 42 genes. The coding regions of all 42 genes were sequenced. A single mutation was found in At2g31190 that results in the substitution of Ser-105 with Leu. At2g31190 is identical to the previously identified RUS2 gene, implicated in response to UV light (Leasure et al., 2009). Ser-105 is located in a highly conserved motif, TQQLL, present in most members of this family (see Supplemental Figure 5A online).

**DUF647** protein family members are encoded by most of the eukaryotic genomes sequenced to date (see Supplemental Data Set 1 online). Phylogenetic analysis indicates that several subfamilies diverged very early in eukaryotic evolution, but different eukaryotic lineages exhibit different propensities to retain members of the different DUF647 clades (see Supplemental Figure 6 online). Whereas plants and red algae have retained multiple lineages of DUF647 proteins, most animals and fungi have only retained a single DUF647 protein, and several species, including yeasts and nematodes, lack DUF647 proteins. Thus, DUF647 proteins are probably involved in a process common to most, but not all, eukaryotes.

The At2g31190 cDNA was isolated by RT-PCR and used to generate C-terminal GFP and GUS fusions under control of the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter or the WXR1 promoter and introduced into wxr1 plants. Two WX1:WX1-GFP, four 35S:WX1-GFP, and eight 35S:WX1-GUS transgenic lines were analyzed (see Supplemental Figure 5B online). Root growth was partially restored in each line. However, the WX1-GFP proteins were much more effective in rescuing the mutant phenotype than the WX1-GUS line, perhaps because of the large size of the GUS protein. Overall, these results confirm that At2g31190 is WX1.

To analyze expression of the WX1 gene, we generated a WX1:WX1-GUS construct in which the same WX1 genomic DNA sequence of WX1:WX1-GFP was fused in frame with the GUS reporter gene and introduced into wxr1 plants. GUS staining revealed that the transgene is active in most plant organs, including cotyledons, hypocotyls, roots, stems, flowers, and leaves (see Supplemental Figures 7A to 7D online). In particular, root tips, vascular tissues of all organs, and lateral root primordia showed strong GUS staining (see Supplemental Figures 7A to 7E online). Strong staining was also observed in root pericycle cells and lateral root primordia, suggesting that WX1 may play a role in lateral root initiation, perhaps through its effects on auxin transport.

**WX1 Is Present in Plastids**

Several proteomic studies suggest that WX1 is localized to the chloroplast envelope (Ferro et al., 2003; Dunkley et al., 2006). To investigate this possibility further, we introduced WX1:WX1-GFP into wxr1 as well as into Col-0 plants expressing pt-rb and px-rb proteins, mCherry-based markers for the plastid and peroxisome, respectively (Nelson et al., 2007). The data in Figures 7A and 7B show that WX1-GFP colocalizes with pt-rb but not px-rb, indicating that WX1 is localized to the plastid. The distribution of WX1-GFP was also examined in hypocotyls and

---

**Figure 4.** (continued). The image on the right of each panel is a close up of the hypocotyl. (F) and (G) Expression of B33-GUS in shoots of Col-0 (F) and wxr1 plants (G). The image on the right of each panel is a close up of the hypocotyl. (H) GUS activity in the root tips of seedlings from (A) measured by MUG assay. Error bars represent se, n = 30. (I) The levels of IAA are increased in the shoots of wxr1 plants compared with the wild type. Error bars represent se, n = 10. (J) Transport of [14C]-IAA was reduced in wxr1 seedlings. UH, upper hypocotyl; RSTZ, root shoot transition zone; apex, root apex. The asterisks indicate significant differences between wild-type and mutant values based on Student’s t test, P < 0.05. Error bars represent se, n = 10. (K) IAA levels in segments as described for (J). Error bars represent se, n = 3 Bars = 100 μm in (A), (D), and (G) and 1 mm in (B) and (C).
young rosette leaves. In this case, chloroplasts were visualized by autoflorescence. In both tissues, WXR1-GFP is associated with the chloroplast, confirming that the protein is plastid localized (Figures 7C and 7D).

Removal of UV-B Light Does Not Restore the \(wxr1\) Phenotype

Previous studies of the \(rus2/wxr1\) and \(rus1\) mutants suggested that the mutant phenotype is primarily the result of hypersensitivity to very-low-fluence-rate UV-B (Tong et al., 2008; Leasure et al., 2009). To explore this possibility further with the \(wxr1\) mutant, we examined the response of seedlings to various growth conditions. To test the effects of UV light on root growth, we compared seedlings grown in dark conditions, white light, or white light passing through a UV filter that removes essentially all UV-B. Our results show that dark conditions increase root growth in \(wxr1\) seedlings but do not restore it to wild-type levels (see Supplemental Figure 8 online). By contrast, the removal of UV-B light resulted in only a modest stimulation of root growth in both wild-type and \(wxr1\) seedlings. These results suggest that factors other than UV light contribute to the \(wxr1\) phenotype.

DISCUSSION

Auxin has an essential role in many plant growth processes, including establishment of the root meristem during

Figure 5. The Levels of Auxin Transport Carriers Are Reduced in \(wxr1\) Plants.

(A) to (H) The levels of PIN and AUX1 proteins are reduced in \(wxr1\) plants. Each experiment was repeated at least three times with at least 30 roots observed for each treatment.

(A) and (B) PIN1 visualized with anti-PIN1 antibody in the wild type (A) and \(wxr1\) (B). Bars = 50 \(\mu\)m.

(C) and (D) PIN2 visualized with anti-PIN2 antibody in the wild type (C) and \(wxr1\) (D); epidermal cells on the left and cortical cells on the right of each panel. Bars = 10 \(\mu\)m.

(E) and (F) PIN7:PIN7-GFP in wild-type (E) and \(wxr1\) (F) roots. Bars = 10 \(\mu\)m.

(G) and (H) AUX1:AUX1-YFP in wild-type (G) and \(wxr1\) (H) seedlings (arrow indicates protophloem cells). Bars = 50 \(\mu\)m.

(I) AUX1, PIN1, PIN2, and PIN7 transcript levels were assessed by real-time RT-PCR. ACT2 was used as a control.

(J) to (O) Comparison of VHA-\(\alpha1\)-GFP (J and K), GN-GFP (L and M), and ARA-7-GFP (N and O) levels in root epidermal cells of wild-type (J, L, and N) and \(wxr1\) (K, M, and O) plants. Bars = 5 \(\mu\)m.
embryogenesis subsequent patterning of the meristem, and other aspects of root development (Sabatini et al., 1999). In fact, many genes involved in auxin signaling have been identified in screens for mutants that display auxin-resistant root growth (Mockaitis and Estelle, 2008). However, mutants with severe defects in auxin perception or response, such as \textit{tir1 afb2 afb3} or \textit{bdl}, either lack a root completely or produce a very short root and thus would not be recovered in a simple screen for auxin resistance (Hamann et al., 1999; Dharmasiri et al., 2005b). To identify new genes in auxin signaling, we used the \textit{DR5rev:GFP} reporter and concentrated on mutants with short roots. In this study, we focus on the role of \textit{RUS2/WXR1} in auxin-regulated root development.

The \textit{wxr1} mutant was isolated based on reduced expression of \textit{DR5rev:GFP} in the root. In addition, we show that \textit{WXR1} is required for a number of auxin-regulated processes, such as root hair and lateral root production, root gravitropism, and root meristem maintenance. In addition, we observe a synergistic interaction between \textit{wxr1} and mutations in the \textit{TIR1/AFB} family of auxin receptors, consistent with a role for \textit{WXR1} in some aspect of auxin biology.

Although it is clear that expression of both \textit{DR5rev:GFP} and \textit{BA3:GUS} is reduced in the root tips of \textit{wxr1} plants, these reductions, as well many aspects of the pleiotropic growth phenotype, are better explained by a reduction in auxin transport rather than response. In young seedlings, the cotyledons and developing leaves are the primary sites of auxin production. This auxin is transported through the hypocotyl into the root system where it supports root elongation and the formation of lateral roots. Transport assays indicate that IAA transport from the apex of the seedling is reduced in \textit{wxr1} seedlings. Indeed, free IAA levels are increased in the aerial portion of mutant seedlings compared with the wild type but decreased in the root apex.

![Figure 6. Increased Expression of PIN1 and PIN2 Partially Rescues Aspects of the wxr1 Phenotype.](image1)

(A) to (F) Root hairs of \textit{Col-0} (A), \textit{PIN1:PIN1-GFP} (B), \textit{PIN2:PIN2-GFP} (C), \textit{wxr1} (D), \textit{wxr1 PIN1:PIN1-GFP} (E), and \textit{wxr1 PIN2:PIN2-GFP} (F); \(n = 25\). Bars = 200 \(\mu\)m.

(G) Root length is increased in 8-d-old \textit{PIN1:PIN1-GFP wxr1} and \textit{PIN2:PIN2-GFP wxr1} compared with \textit{wxr1}. Bars represent SE; \(n \geq 14\), \textit{t} test, \(P < 0.001\).

[See online article for color version of this figure.]

![Figure 7. WXR1 Localizes to Plastids.](image2)

(A) and (B) \textit{WXR1-GFP} colocalizes with plastid marker Pt-Cherry in epidermal cells of wild-type roots (A) but not with the peroxisome marker PX-Cherry (B). (C) and (D) \textit{WXR1-GFP} colocalizes with autofluorescence of the chloroplast in \textit{wxr1}. \textit{WXR1:WXR1-GFP} leaves (C) and hypocotyl (D). Bars = 10 \(\mu\)m in (A) to (C) and 20 \(\mu\)m in (D).
However, it is important to note that WXR1 is unlikely to have a specific role in auxin transport, and some aspects of the phenotype are probably not related to auxin (see below).

Auxin transport is mediated by the AUX1/LAX influx carriers as well as the PIN and ABCB efflux carriers (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2007; Robert and Friml, 2009). The cellular localizations of both AUX1 and the PINs are dynamically regulated in a cell-type-specific manner. In the case of the PINs, localization occurs through a GNO-M-dependent recycling pathway and is regulated by the PID kinase (Friml et al., 2004; Michniewicz et al., 2007; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2009; Sukumar et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). AUX1 trafficking is not dependent on GNO but does require an endoplasmic reticulum-localized protein called AXR4 (Dharmasiri et al., 2006; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008). In our analysis, we find that WXR1 is required for normal accumulation of both PINs and AUX1 on the plasma membrane, providing a likely explanation for the observed decrease in auxin transport. In addition, we find that the levels of several other proteins involved in the endosomal pathway are reduced, including VHA-α-1-GFP, GNOM-GFP, and ARA7-GFP, indicating that the effect of wxr1 is not restricted to auxin transport proteins.

WXR1 is a member of a family of six DUF647 proteins in Arabidopsis and identical to the previously identified RUS2 protein. Mutations in RUS2 and another member of the family called RUS1 result in hypersensitivity to UV light (Tong et al., 2008; Leasure et al., 2009). For a variety of reasons, it is unlikely that the primary function of RUS2/WXR1 is to mediate response to UV light. First, we were unable to demonstrate UV-hypersensitive root growth in wxr1. In fact, even in complete darkness, wxr1 roots are shorter than wild-type roots. It is possible that this difference is related to the specific allele tested or an unknown difference in growth conditions. Second, we find that conditions that increase auxin movement into the root, such as elevated temperature or overexpression of PIN1, restore root growth in mutant roots. Third, the wxr1 mutation enhances the strong embryonic phenotype of the receptor tir1 aba2 aba3 mutants, indicating that WXR1 contributes to embryogenesis. It seems likely that both the defect in auxin transport/distribution and the UV hypersensitivity are consequences of a defect in cellular regulation, perhaps in protein trafficking. Until we obtain information on the biochemical function of the DUF647, this issue will remain unresolved.

Proteomic studies suggest that WXR1 is localized to the chloroplast envelope (Ferro et al., 2003; Dunkley et al., 2006). We confirmed this using a WXR1-GFP line. Because the biochemical function of RUS2/WXR1 and other members of the DUF647 family is unknown, there is no clear model for how the loss of a chloroplast-localized protein impacts the levels of proteins in other membranes. DUF647-containing proteins are present in other plants, as well as most animals and fungi, and in the future it will be interesting to determine if these proteins also function in endocytosis and protein trafficking.

METHODS

Plant Materials and Conditions

All Arabidopsis thaliana lines used in this article were generated in the Col-0 ecotype with the exception of afb2-1 and afb3-1 lines, which are T-DNA insertion lines in Wassilewskija ecotype. The transgenic plants GN-GFP, VHA-α-1-GFP, and ARA-7-GFP (Geldner et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Dettmer et al., 2006) were kindly provided by Gerd Jurgens. The PIN1:PIN1-GFP, PIN2:PIN2-GFP, PIN7:PIN7-GFP, DR5rev:GFP, and AUX1:AUX1-YFP have been described (Swarup et al., 2001; Benkovka et al., 2003; Blilou et al., 2005). The HS:AXR3NT-GUS wxr1 and BA3:GUS wxr1 lines were made by crossing war plants to HS:AXR3NT-GUS and BA3:GUS plants (Ono et al., 1998; Gray et al., 2001). The axr2-1, abcb1/ppp1, and aux1-7 mutants have been described (Pickett et al., 1990; Wilson et al., 1990; Geisler et al., 2005). Seedlings were grown in a growth chamber (80 to ~90 μE/m2s measured by Li-185B Quantum/Radiometer/photometer [LI-COR], 24 h/day, 22°C) on ATS medium plates except where indicated (Lincoln et al., 1990). Yellow light (~50 μE/m2s measured by Li-185B Quantum/Radiometer/photometer/LI-COR) was produced using a medium yellow filter. 480 (Gamproducts), 1-naphthalene acetic acid, 2.4-D, and IAA treatment were performed by adding different auxins to half-strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) (1% sucrose and 0.8% agar) plates.

3S:WXR1-GFP and 3SS:WXR1-GUS constructs were generated by introducing full length of WXR1 from pENTR-D (Invitrogen) into pMDC83 and pMDC140 using the Gateway LR reaction kit (Invitrogen). WXR1:WXR1-GFP and WXR1:WXR1-GUS constructs were made by introducing WXR1 homologous DNA sequence plus 2.0 kb upstream genomic DNA sequence into pMDC107 and pMDC163. The primers (WXR1FDS, sense, 5′-CACCAGGCGTCTGGTGTGCCGCCGC-3′; WXR1 genomic DNA with promoter, sense, 5′-CACCAGGCGTCTGGTGTGCCGCCGC-3′; antisense, 5′-AGCAAAAGGTTTTCGCGCTG-3′; antisense, 5′-AGCAAAAGGTTTTCGCGCTG-3′) were synthesized by Invitrogen. pt-bx, px-bx, and vac-yb were constructed as described (Nelson et al., 2007).

To measure the gravitropic response, seedlings were grown under yellow light for 5 d. After rotating 90° (Figure 1L) or 135° (see Supplemental Figure 3 online) clockwise, the root tip position was recorded with a digital camera once every 2 h for 12 h (Figure 1L) or after 12 h (Supplemental Figure 3 online) and measured using ImageJ. Plants in soil were grown with continuous light in a growth room at 22°C.

Ethyl Methanesulfonate Mutagenesis and Mutant Screen

Approximately 10,000 DR5rev:GFP seeds were treated with 0.3% ethyl methanesulfonate for 10 h. After extensive washing, the mutagenized seeds were planted in soil. Approximately 40,000 M2 seeds were germinated on ATS medium. Seedlings with a primary root less than half the length of the control root were transferred to ATS medium supplemented with 75 mM 2,4-D.

After a 12-h treatment, seedlings with reduced levels of GFP signal compared with the control were transferred to soil. Each candidate mutant was crossed to Col-0 DR5rev:GFP and HS:AXR3NT-GUS lines (Gray et al., 2001). The genetic behavior of each mutant was assayed in the F2 generation. Homozygous F2 plants were backcrossed to Col-0 DR5rev:GFP three times prior to analysis.

GUS Histochemical Staining

Six-day-old wild-type and wxr1 plants homozygous for the HS:AXR3NT-GUS were heat shocked for 2 h at 37°C in the dark to induce AXR3NT-GUS expression. Treated seedlings were transferred to control ATS medium ±50 mM IAA. At time intervals (0, 20, 40, and 60 min), whole plants were collected and stained overnight at 37°C with staining solution [100 mM NaPO₄, pH 7.0, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 1.0 mM KFe(CN)₆] containing 2 mM X-Gluc to visualize GUS activity. GUS activity was measured in extracts prepared from the terminal 0.5 cm of the root. Dissected tips from ~100 roots were homogenized in 100 μL extraction buffer (50 mM NaPO₄, pH 7.0, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% sodium lauryl sarcosine, and 0.1% Triton X-100). Twenty microliters of
extract were added into 180 μL MUG assay buffer (1 mM MUG in extraction buffer). After incubation for 4 h at 37°C in the dark, an equal amount of 0.2 M Na₂CO₃ was added to stop the reactions. Enzyme activity in each sample was measured using a spectrophotometer. This experiment was repeated three times with the same result.

To examine B43:GUS activity, 6-d-old wild-type and wxr1 plants carrying the transgene were treated for 12 h on ATS plates with or without 100 nM IAA. Whole plants were stained overnight with X-Gluc staining buffer containing 2 mM X-Gluc. Over 50 roots from wxr1 and wild-type plants were observed.

**Auxin Transport Assay**

Auxin transport was assayed using ³H-IAA radiotracer assays as described (Blakeslee et al., 2007). Seedlings used for transport assays were grown for 5 d at 120 μE/m²/s white light, 0.5% sucrose, quarter-strength MS, pH 5.5. Data are from three independent experiments. A 2-mm section centered on the root-shoot transition zone was first excised, followed by an upper hypocotyl section excised immediately below the cotyledon petioles. The root apex was then excised (0.5 mm) followed by serial 2-mm sections up the root. Sampled sections from 10 seedlings were pooled for each measurement and counted in a low-range scintillation counter (Tri-Carb; Perkin-Elmer). Values presented are means and standard deviations from three independent experiments and are presented in order downward from upper hypocotyl to root apex.

**IAA Determinations**

To measure free auxin levels in aerial tissues (Figure 4I), seedlings were grown on half-strength MS plates (Caisson Laboratories) with 1% sucrose and 0.5% phytagel (Sigma-Aldrich). The Petri dishes were incubated on half-strength MS plates (Caisson Laboratories) with 1% sucrose without 100 nM IAA. Whole plants were stained overnight with X-Gluc. Immobilized in a Mixer-mill (Qiagen) extracted, purified by two sequential solid phase extraction steps, methylated, and then analyzed using selected ion monitoring gas chromatography–mass spectrometry on an Agilent 5973A. The GenBank accession numbers for the amino acid sequences used in the phylogenetic analysis are as follows: AAO42280, BAD44143, BAD60664, AAP40410, AC188737, and AAL24114 (Arabidopsis); BAD61065, BAD82127, EER92646, CAE02373, AV25654 (Oryza sativa); EDQ79928, EDQ75723, EDQ71156, EDQ69089, EDQ72935, and EDQ70190 (Physcomitrella patens); EEC48020, EEC44574, EEC43483, EEC43518 (Phaeodactylum tricornutum); EAL68775 and EAL68330 (Dictyostelium discoideum); EAW52119 (Homo sapiens); AAF53692 (Drosophila melanogaster); and EDQ87821 and EDQ93134 (Monosiga brevicollis). The Phanerochaete chrysosporium sequence (Phchr1)[4271] and the Volvox carteri sequences (Volca1)[80645, Volca1][90632, Volca1] 90737, Volca1][119273, and Volca1][121395] were downloaded from the Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute’s websites http://genome.jgi-psf.org and http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Volca1. The Cyanidioschyzon merolae sequences (CM0182C, CM1124C, CM1744C, CMN030C, CM0236C, CM0317C, and CMR089C) were downloaded from http://merolae.bio.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp/. The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative locus number for the major genes discussed in this article are as follows: RUS2/WXR1 (at2g31190), TIR1 (at4g2980), ABF1 (at4g31980), ABF2 (at3g28810), ABF3 (at1g2820), AXR2/IAA7 (at5g23050), ABCB1/PDP1 (at2g36910), PIN1 (at1g73590), PIN2 (at5g7090), PIN7 (at5g52740).
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